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Ancient history

computer

suitable version of 
spacetime

user
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FOL is a really good 
tool for investigating 

relativity theories

Isabelle/HOL 
Theorem Prover

coffee-break chat 
at HyperNet many 

aeons ago
Thank you, EPSRC!

Andréka-Németi 
Group

Sheffield has 
many Isabelle 

enthusiasts

Etesi & Németi /
Hogarth

uncomputable 
functions might actually 

be computable

convincing proof needed



Roughly 10 years ago
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Many thanks
to the

Royal Society
for the funding



Main sources for current work
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Presented at

Workshop: The Formal 

Semantics of Theories: 

Conceptual and Historical 

Foundations, University of 
Salzburg, 7-8 June 2018



Current position
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GenRel Proof Files Lines 

Sorts 487

Points 639

Functions 262

Norms 238

Vectors 164

Matrices 51

WorldView 40

Affine 1345

Sublemma4 132

WorldLine 429

GenRel 132

Sublemma3 435

MainLemma 709

PresentationLemma 270

Cones 416

GenRelNoFTL (incomplete) 296

New GenRel Proof
• 16 files
• 6000 lines so far

Tidied-Up SpecRel Proof
• 4 files
• 1500 lines

SpecRel Proof Files Lines

SpaceTime 839

SomeFunc 26

Axioms 267

SpecRel 363
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mike’s laptop
2 cores, 16GB



What an Isabelle proof looks like (roughly)

1. Define all of your terms (takes 
ages)

2. Prove basic mathematical 
statements as necessary

3. Name the result

4. State the assumptions

5. State the result

6. Write out the proof
(help is available)

7. Remember to include comments 
for humans
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Some stuff can be inherited from existing theories
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No need to define 
what an ordered 
field is, as lots of 
stuff has already 

been proven about 
them



And other stuff you may need to define yourself
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Some proofs are very simple
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In general a proof has many steps, and 
you have to prove every single step in 
full, no matter how trivial.

Isabelle has some basic proof methods 
built in; you have to decide which one 
to use at each stage, e.g. “simp” and 
“auto” use basic rewrite and inference 
rules to check that the claimed result 
holds.



Sledgehammer
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Isabelle will ask various theorem 
provers to try finding a proof for you

the proofs different systems generate 
might be the same or different (and 

they may not be able to find one at all)

they can use proven results you don’t know about

If you want some help, try invoking 
“sledgehammer”



You may still need to provide detailed guidance
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“hasRoot” says 
a root exists

I use “obtain” to 
generate a witness

I manipulate the witness 
to obtain a value I think 
will have some required 

properties…

… and then guide 
Isabelle through a proof 

that I’m right.



Proof development process for No-FTL-GR

• Background definitions and general 
ideas taken from earlier Andréka-
Németi group presentations

• Additional hand-written proofs specially 
provided by Judit (thank you!)

• Conversion to Isabelle mostly done by 
Mike (some by Edward, thank you!)

• Gaps in proofs mostly dealt with by 
Mike (liaising sometimes with 
Budapest)
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Obvious with Hindsight
Every stage in this process

requires considerable invention and 
intuition



Re-using earlier slides…

• Reliance on images

• Translation into 
written mathematics 
not obvious
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Hand-written proofs…

• Much easier to convert

• Still requires intuition to fill gaps
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Line-by-line conversion…
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Some gaps might or might not need filling
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Last sentence of hand-written proof Launchpad for entire secondary proof?



What do the results mean physically?

• Is it reasonable that worldview 
relations should be functions?
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This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

http://astronomyonline.org/Cosmology/DarkMatterProject.asp
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Lessons learned
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• Doing this stuff is challenging (= fun)

• Started slowly, but speeding up as we learn to “think like the machine” 

• Proof conversion requires the programmer to have an intuitive grasp of the subject 
matter

– should aim to help the author prove things directly in the system rather than need help 
from a translator

• There are lots of basic mathematical assumptions built into proofs

– need to equip the theorem prover to degree-level standard



And finally…

• Original goal still seems achievable

– unfunded, will take many years to complete)

• New added focus

– examine the difficulties involves in converting “mathematical physics” proofs into 
machine-verifiable format

– develop software support to make this easier

– generate new automated proof systems targeted at physicists (link up with Bringsjord et 
al.)
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